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Abstract: ...

2 Scalar-Tensor theories of gravity after GW170817

3 Modified gravity

Why modify gravity?

attempt to shed light on DE and DM by changing the gravitational sector

Gµ⌫ = Tµ⌫

Simplest possibility

add single scalar field that participates to gravitational interactions

and also affects cosmological dynamics

- Brans-Dicke, quintessence

- K(X) theories

- Galileons/Horndeski

- Beyond Horndeski, EST/DHOST

- ????

4 Additions

[Extension of Solid inflation [Endlich, Nicolis, Wang]]

Broken spatial isometries during inflation:

nT > 0 and consequences for interferometers

5 Broken spatial isometries during inflation:

nT > 0 and consequences for interferometers

6 Consequences for interferometers

Characteristic features for phase shift of light

travelling through interferometers arms

[Cornish,Allen et al., Smith and Caldwell, Thorne et al]

Phase change of light

while travelling along arm

Phase 2pt function (in Fourier space)

Signal
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}

Derivative self-interactions

and couplings with scalar-gravity

no Ostrogradsky instabilities

4 Why should we care ?

I Cosmological solutions that self-accelerate with no need of a cosmological constant

! Distinctive dynamics of cosmological fluctuations (growth of structure), testable

with future surveys

I Automatic implementation of Vainshtein screening mechanism, to evade solar system

constraints on deviations from GR

I Rich phenomenology for compact objects

– Black holes with scalar hairs, and distinctive features

– Neutron stars more compact and/or more massive than in GR

I Generically, cT < 1
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Characteristic features for phase shift of light

travelling through interferometers arms

[Cornish,Allen et al., Smith and Caldwell, Thorne et al]

Phase change of light

while travelling along arm

Phase 2pt function (in Fourier space)

Signal

s1(t) = ��12(t� 2L) +��21(t� L) + n1(t)

Response function R contains info about PS quadrupolar anisotropy

Ph(k) = P(0)
h (k)

✓
1 +Qij

ki kj

k2

◆

quadrupolar anisotropy

Time-dependent (annual?) modulation of phase 2pt function

Tensor mode function

in Fourier space

Depends on tensor PS

Info about interferometer

response
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2

in Horndeski (for m̃2
4 = m2

4 and m̃6 = m6) and beyond Horn-
deski theories. At quadratic order, it has been introduced in
[16]. At higher order, we have written only the operators that
contribute to the leading number of spatial derivatives. These
dominate the nonlinear regime of structure formation and the
Vainshtein regime (see e.g. [17, 18] and [19] for details). At
quintic or higher order there are no such operators. The other
operators present in Horndeski and beyond Horndeski theories
are not explicitly written but will be discussed below. More
general higher-order operators will be considered below.

In eq. (1), GWs only enter in the 4d and 3d Ricci tensor and
in the trace-free part of Kν

µ . At quadratic order, the operator

m2
4δK2 contributes to the graviton kinetic energy, changing

the normalization of the effective Planck mass—which be-
comes M2 ≡ M2

∗ f + 2m2
4—modifying the propagation speed

of gravitational waves [16, 20],

c2
T − 1 =−2m2

4/M2 . (3)

(Notice that m2
4 can have either signs, it is written as a square

just to keep track of dimensions.) Thus, the constraint of
GW170817 implies that the coefficient of the operator m2

4δK2

must be extremely small,

m2
4 = 0 . (4)

However, the value of this parameter depends on the partic-
ular background the EFT is expanded around. In particular, by
changing by a tiny amount the Hubble expansion or the back-
ground energy density of the scalar (or, correspondingly, the
dark matter abundance) the coefficients of the EFT action get
reshuffled. A change in the background appears in the EFT
action as a background value for δg00 and δK. To robustly
set to zero m2

4 we should set to zero also all those operators
that can generate it by a small change of the background so-
lution. As an example, consider m2

5δg00δK2. When δg00 is
evaluated on the background, this operator becomes quadratic
and shifts the parameter m2

4, i.e., δm2
4 = m2

5δg00
bkgd/2. How-

ever, the change in c2
T can be compensated by the operator

m̃2
4δg00R if m̃2

4 is chosen appropriately. By choosing

m̃2
4 = m2

5 (= 0 in Horndeski) , (5)

these two operators combine to change the overall normal-
ization of the graviton action, keeping the graviton on the
light-cone. (In Horndeski: m4 = m̃4 = 0.) The same tuning
must hold for operators with more powers of δg00 that have
not been explicitly included in the action, such as (δg00)2R,
(δg00)2δK2, etc.

Let us consider the remaining operators, starting with
m6δK3. When one of the δKν

µ or δK in the cubic expres-

sion for δK3 is evaluated on the background, this operator
becomes quadratic and contributes to m2

4. Using (δKν
µ )bkgd =

δHbkgdδ ν
µ one finds δm2

4 = δHbkgdm6. Notice that the depen-

dence on the background is through δHbkgd and not through

δg00
bkgd, so that its contribution cannot be compensated by nei-

ther m̃2
4 nor m2

5. It is easy to get convinced that the same hap-

pens for m̃6 and m7. When δg00 is evaluated on the back-
ground, upon use of eq. (8) of [16] one finds that the operator

m̃6 shifts m2
4 by δm2

4 = − 1
2(m̃6δg00

bkgd)
·. Finally, the operator

m7 induces δm2
4 = m7δg00

bkgdδHbkgd. Since the background

enters differently in all these operators, they must be precisely
set to zero,

m6 = m̃6 = m7 = 0 . (6)

As we will discuss below, the relations we found are stable
under radiative corrections.

Covariant action. Let us see how the constraints of
GW170817 on the EFT of Dark Energy translate for covariant
theories. In particular, we consider the action

S =
!

d4x
√
−g∑

I

LI , (7)

where we have defined the Lagrangians

L2 ≡ G2(φ ,X) , L3 ≡ G3(φ ,X)!φ ,

L4 ≡ G4(φ ,X) (4)R− 2G4,X(φ ,X)(!φ2 −φ µνφµν)

+F4(φ ,X)εµνρ
σ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ φµφµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′ ,

L5 ≡ G5(φ ,X) (4)Gµνφ µν

+
1

3
G5,X(φ ,X)(!φ3 − 3!φ φµνφ µν + 2φµνφ µσ φν

σ )

+F5(φ ,X)εµνρσ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ ′
φµ φµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′φσσ ′ ,

(8)

that depend on a scalar field φ , X ≡ gµν∂µ φ∂ν φ and second
derivatives of the field. For convenience, we denote the scalar
field derivatives by φµ ≡ ∇µ φ , φµν ≡ ∇ν∇µ φ and !φ ≡ φ µ

µ .
The symbol εµνρσ is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita
tensor and a comma denotes a partial derivative with respect
to the argument. Horndeski theories are recovered by the con-
ditions F4(φ ,X) = 0 and F5(φ ,X) = 0, which guarantee that
the equations of motion are purely second order. If L5 = 0
(L4 = 0), it is possible to go beyond Horndeski by switching
on F4 ̸= 0 (F5 ̸= 0) without propagating more than one single
scalar and the graviton [14]. If both L4 and L5 are present, the
condition for the beyond Horndeski theories to be degenerate
[21] and propagate a single degree of freedom is

XG5,X F4 = 3F5

"

G4 − 2XG4,X − (X/2)G5,φ
#

, (9)

which can be obtained by imposing that both Lagrangians are
generated by the same disformal transformation [22]. In sum-
mary, the quartic and quintic Lagrangians of beyond Horn-
deski theories are described in terms of three independent
functions of φ and X

To compare with the EFT approach, let us write the relevant
parameters in eq. (1) in terms of the covariant functions G4,
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m2
4δK2 contributes to the graviton kinetic energy, changing

the normalization of the effective Planck mass—which be-
comes M2 ≡ M2

∗ f + 2m2
4—modifying the propagation speed

of gravitational waves [16, 20],

c2
T − 1 =−2m2

4/M2 . (3)

(Notice that m2
4 can have either signs, it is written as a square

just to keep track of dimensions.) Thus, the constraint of
GW170817 implies that the coefficient of the operator m2

4δK2

must be extremely small,

m2
4 = 0 . (4)

However, the value of this parameter depends on the partic-
ular background the EFT is expanded around. In particular, by
changing by a tiny amount the Hubble expansion or the back-
ground energy density of the scalar (or, correspondingly, the
dark matter abundance) the coefficients of the EFT action get
reshuffled. A change in the background appears in the EFT
action as a background value for δg00 and δK. To robustly
set to zero m2

4 we should set to zero also all those operators
that can generate it by a small change of the background so-
lution. As an example, consider m2

5δg00δK2. When δg00 is
evaluated on the background, this operator becomes quadratic
and shifts the parameter m2

4, i.e., δm2
4 = m2

5δg00
bkgd/2. How-

ever, the change in c2
T can be compensated by the operator

m̃2
4δg00R if m̃2

4 is chosen appropriately. By choosing

m̃2
4 = m2

5 (= 0 in Horndeski) , (5)

these two operators combine to change the overall normal-
ization of the graviton action, keeping the graviton on the
light-cone. (In Horndeski: m4 = m̃4 = 0.) The same tuning
must hold for operators with more powers of δg00 that have
not been explicitly included in the action, such as (δg00)2R,
(δg00)2δK2, etc.

Let us consider the remaining operators, starting with
m6δK3. When one of the δKν

µ or δK in the cubic expres-

sion for δK3 is evaluated on the background, this operator
becomes quadratic and contributes to m2

4. Using (δKν
µ )bkgd =

δHbkgdδ ν
µ one finds δm2

4 = δHbkgdm6. Notice that the depen-

dence on the background is through δHbkgd and not through

δg00
bkgd, so that its contribution cannot be compensated by nei-

ther m̃2
4 nor m2

5. It is easy to get convinced that the same hap-

pens for m̃6 and m7. When δg00 is evaluated on the back-
ground, upon use of eq. (8) of [16] one finds that the operator

m̃6 shifts m2
4 by δm2

4 = − 1
2(m̃6δg00

bkgd)
·. Finally, the operator

m7 induces δm2
4 = m7δg00

bkgdδHbkgd. Since the background

enters differently in all these operators, they must be precisely
set to zero,

m6 = m̃6 = m7 = 0 . (6)

As we will discuss below, the relations we found are stable
under radiative corrections.

Covariant action. Let us see how the constraints of
GW170817 on the EFT of Dark Energy translate for covariant
theories. In particular, we consider the action

S =
!

d4x
√
−g∑

I

LI , (7)

where we have defined the Lagrangians

L2 ≡ G2(φ ,X) , L3 ≡ G3(φ ,X)!φ ,

L4 ≡ G4(φ ,X) (4)R− 2G4,X(φ ,X)(!φ2 −φ µνφµν)

+F4(φ ,X)εµνρ
σ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ φµφµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′ ,

L5 ≡ G5(φ ,X) (4)Gµνφ µν

+
1

3
G5,X(φ ,X)(!φ3 − 3!φ φµνφ µν + 2φµνφ µσ φν

σ )

+F5(φ ,X)εµνρσ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ ′
φµ φµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′φσσ ′ ,

(8)

that depend on a scalar field φ , X ≡ gµν∂µ φ∂ν φ and second
derivatives of the field. For convenience, we denote the scalar
field derivatives by φµ ≡ ∇µ φ , φµν ≡ ∇ν∇µ φ and !φ ≡ φ µ

µ .
The symbol εµνρσ is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita
tensor and a comma denotes a partial derivative with respect
to the argument. Horndeski theories are recovered by the con-
ditions F4(φ ,X) = 0 and F5(φ ,X) = 0, which guarantee that
the equations of motion are purely second order. If L5 = 0
(L4 = 0), it is possible to go beyond Horndeski by switching
on F4 ̸= 0 (F5 ̸= 0) without propagating more than one single
scalar and the graviton [14]. If both L4 and L5 are present, the
condition for the beyond Horndeski theories to be degenerate
[21] and propagate a single degree of freedom is

XG5,X F4 = 3F5

"

G4 − 2XG4,X − (X/2)G5,φ
#

, (9)

which can be obtained by imposing that both Lagrangians are
generated by the same disformal transformation [22]. In sum-
mary, the quartic and quintic Lagrangians of beyond Horn-
deski theories are described in terms of three independent
functions of φ and X

To compare with the EFT approach, let us write the relevant
parameters in eq. (1) in terms of the covariant functions G4,
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2 What about degenerate scalar-tensor theories?

Can we find an analogous geometric construction for EST ?

I Build probe brane actions made of powers of extrinsic curvature

SK =

Z p
�g K µ

µ

SK2 =

Z p
�g K ⌫

µ K µ
⌫

. . .

I These actions have symmetries associated with bulk isometries

...but when coupled with gravity, their EOMs have higher order derivatives

I Take ‘ultrarelativistic’ limit @⇡ � 1

symmetry left

when coupled with gravity, one gets degenerate scalar tensor theories

I Good news for model building: we can model models of dark energy/inflation

using EST with underlying symmetry preserving structure of action

?

yes

Take ‘ultra-relativistic’ limit of of actions built with combinations of K ⌫
µ

Does the same work with induced action made with

other combinations of curvature fluctuations? Rµ⌫Rµ⌫
etc?

work in progress....

– 3 –
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Vainshtein

radius

[Nicolis, Rattazzi; Goon, Hinterbichler, Trodden]

Horndenski (1974)

Question

What’s themost general scalar-tensor action leading to 2nd order equations of motion?

where the Gi are arbitrary functions of �, X

• contains up to three powers of @2
�. Flat space ! Galileons

• lot of activity for applications to cosmology, gravity/BHs etc etc

Is this really necessary?

+
Ostrogradsky theorem

Any non-degenerate theory with EOMs of order higher than two

has Hamiltonian unbounded from below

[see e.g. Woodard]

Let’s consider degenerate scalar-tensor theories

Relations defining conjugate momenta can’t be fully inverted:

velocities can’t be expressed in terms of fields and their conjugate momenta

Constraint conditions exist!

In this way new consistent covariant scalar-tensor theories can be found, that propagate

only up to three degrees of freedom

no Ostrogradsky ghost mode

Ostrogradsky ghost

Beyond Horndenski [Gleyzes et al]

Extended Scalar Tensor

[Langlois, Noui; Crisostomi, Koyama, GT; Ben Achour et al]

• Use Hamiltonian approach to systematically find all consistent theories, classifying

them in terms of number of second derivatives of scalar

• New theories found, with interesting consequences for dark energy (growth of struc-

ture) + screening mechanisms (neutron stars etc)
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propagating up to 3 dofs
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2 Scalar-Tensor theories of gravity after GW170817

3 Modified gravity

Why modify gravity?

attempt to shed light on DE and DM by changing the gravitational sector

Gµ⌫ = Tµ⌫

Simplest possibility

add single scalar field that participates to gravitational interactions

and also affects cosmological dynamics

- Brans-Dicke, quintessence

- K(X) theories

- Galileons/Horndeski

- Beyond Horndeski, EST/DHOST

- ????

}

Derivative self-interactions

and couplings with scalar-gravity

no Ostrogradsky instabilities

4 Why should we care ?

I Cosmological solutions that self-accelerate with no need of a cosmological constant

! Distinctive dynamics of cosmological fluctuations (growth of structure), testable

with future surveys

I Automatic implementation of Vainshtein screening mechanism, to evade solar system

constraints on deviations from GR

I Rich phenomenology for compact objects

– Black holes with scalar hairs, and distinctive features

– Neutron stars more compact and/or more massive than in GR

I Generically, cT < 1
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• GW170817 rules out the covariant Galileon, a cos-
mologically viable DE model with ⇤ = 0 (Sec. IV).
The results can be extended to quartic and quin-
tic Horndeski, most theories beyond Horndeski and
many vector theories like TeVeS (Sec. VI).

• Only simple Horndeski and some select beyond
Horndeski combinations remain as viable alterna-
tives for DE model building (Sec. V, App. C).
Fine-tuned theories can realistically avoid the con-
straints only if the cancellations have the same ten-
sor structure at the covariant level (App. B).

II. GW170817 AND ITS COUNTERPARTS

On August 17, 2017 the LIGO-VIRGO collaboration
detected the first BNS merger, GW170817 [1]. This event
was followed-up by a short gamma ray burst (sGRB),
GRB170817A, seen just 1.74 ± 0.05s later by Fermi and
the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory
[2]. Subsequent observations across the electromagnetic
spectrum further confirmed the discovery [3].

Each of these events provide complementary informa-
tion about the BNS merger. The GW signal serves to
weight the NS, which are in the range 0.86 � 2.26M�,
and to measure the luminosity distance, dL = 40+8

�14

Mpc.
The EM counterparts uniquely identify the host galaxy,
NGC4993. Note however that these parameters of the
binary are subject to the fiducial cosmology (chosen to
be Planck 2015 ⇤CDM [9]). Additional gravitational de-
grees of freedom modifying the GWs propagation may
a↵ect these values as we discuss in the next section and
in Appendix A.

Combining this information and given the knowledge
of the arrival time of both the GW and sGRB, a severe
bound on the speed of GWs can be placed [2]

�3 · 10�15  cg/c � 1  6 · 10�16 , (1)

which is many orders of magnitude more stringent than
the one measured on Earth with GWs detections alone
[25]. For simplicity, we will use a symmetric bound
|cg/c � 1|  4.5 · 10�16 in the rest of the paper. We
will benefit from this result to strongly constrain dark
energy models.

III. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE PROPAGATION
IN SCALAR-TENSOR GRAVITY

E↵ects on the propagation of GWs are a hallmark of
scalar-tensor theories of gravity. The evolution of lin-
ear, transverse-traceless perturbations over a cosmologi-
cal background

ḧij + (3 + ↵M )Hḣij + (1 + ↵T )k
2hij = 0 , (2)

is fully characterized by two functions of time:

t

r��))
�

}�t
gµ⌫qµq⌫ = 0

Gµ⌫kµk⌫ = 0

FIG. 1: Anomalous GW speed. Gravitational waves propa-
gate on an e↵ective metric Gµ⌫ (blue) with a di↵erent causal
structure than the physical metric gµ⌫ (red) [29] (see also

[30]). The speed is derived as cg(~k) = !(~k)/|~k| where

kµ = (!,~k) is the solution to Gµ⌫kµk⌫ = 0. Note that the
speed can depend on the propagation direction. It may also
depend on the frequency (e.g. massive gravity), but this is
not the case for scalar-tensor gravity (see Eq. (2)).

• The tensor speed excess, ↵T , modifies the propa-
gation speed of GWs c2g = 1 + ↵T and hence the
causal structure for this type of signal.

• The running of the e↵ective Planck mass, ↵M ⌘
d log(M2

⇤ )/d log(a), modulates the friction term
caused by the universe’s expansion, which can en-
hance or suppress the cosmological damping of the
signal.

The above relation is general enough to describe any
scalar-tensor theory.1 These functions depend on the
theory parameters and the cosmological dynamics of the
scalar field. The explicit expressions are given for Horn-
deski gravity in ref. [26], and beyond Horndeski for
GLPV in ref. [27] and Degenerate Higher-Order Scalar-
Tensor theories in ref. [28].
The appearance of an anomalous speed, ↵T 6= 0, can be

understood in terms of an e↵ective geometry for the ten-
sor perturbations, with a di↵erent causal structure than
the metric field gµ⌫ [29] (see Fig. 1). The metric asso-
ciated to this e↵ective geometry Gµ⌫ can be computed

1 Any interaction between the scalar and tensor perturbation re-
quires a background operator with a transverse-traceless tensor
structure, which is not compatible with the symmetries of the
FRW spacetime. A mass term m2

ghij is only possible if the theory
contains additional degrees of freedom, as is the case of massive
gravity and bigravity (recall a massive graviton has 2s + 1 = 5
helicity states, of which only one behaves as a scalar in the high
energy limit).
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The LIGO/VIRGO collaboration has recently announced the detection of gravitational
waves from a neutron star-neutron star merger (GW170817) and the simultaneous measure-
ment of an optical counterpart (the gamma-ray burst GRB 170817A). The close arrival time
of the gravitational and electromagnetic waves limits the di↵erence in speed of photons and
gravitons to be less than about one part in 1015. This has three important implications for
cosmological scalar-tensor gravity theories that are often touted as dark energy candidates
and alternatives to ⇤CDM. First, for the most general scalar-tensor theories—beyond Horn-
deski models—three of the five parameters appearing in the e↵ective theory of dark energy
can now be severely constrained on astrophysical scales; we present the results of combining
the new gravity wave results with galaxy cluster observations. Second, the combination with
the lack of strong equivalence principle violations exhibited by the supermassive black hole
in M87, constrains the quartic galileon model to be cosmologically irrelevant. Finally, we
derive a new bound on the disformal coupling to photons that implies that such couplings
are irrelevant for the cosmic evolution of the field.

The terms dark energy and modified gravity
are closely connected at the most general level;
all but the simplest alternatives to the ⇤CDM
model typically invoke some modification of gen-
eral relativity (GR) (see [1–4] for reviews). The
most widely studied of these are scalar-tensor
theories where a new scalar � mediates an addi-
tional gravitational interaction between matter
that is suppressed in the solar system by screen-
ing mechanisms (see [5–8] for reviews) but that
becomes relevant on cosmological scales. This
has motivated an intense theoretical e↵ort to-
wards finding the most general scalar-tensor the-
ory that is pathology free, and the modern ap-
proach to dark energy model building can be
epitomized by the class of models called beyond
Horndeski (BH) [9, 10]. BH theories are a com-
plete and general framework for constructing
dark energy/modified gravity models (including
commonly studied paragons for modified grav-
ity such as chameleons [11] and galileons [12]),
many of which can accelerate without a cos-
mological constant (self-accelerate). They are
therefore viewed as alternatives to the ⇤CDM
cosmological model and there is much e↵ort fo-
cused on how well upcoming cosmological sur-
veys will constrain them [13].

BH theories make a striking prediction: the
speed of gravitational waves in the cosmological

background di↵ers in general from the speed of
light [14–16]. Recently, the LIGO/VIRGO con-
sortium has announced the observation of neu-
tron star merger GW170817 [17], a neutron star-
neutron star merger that has been localized to
the galaxy NGC 4993, about 40 Mpc from the
Milky Way. The simultaneous observation of an
optical counterpart (the gamma-ray burst GRB
170817A) by the Fermi gamma-ray telescope [18]
and several optical telescopes [19] implies that
the two speeds can di↵er by at most one part in
1015, more specifically (c2T � c2)/c2  6⇥ 10�15,
where cT is the speed of gravitational waves and
c is the speed of light (this limit comes from the
time lag between the LIGO and Fermi detec-
tions). This has severe implications for cosmo-
logical scalar-tensor theories that we delineate in
this letter.

Cosmologically, deviations for ⇤CDM that
fall into the BH class of models can be pa-
rameterized by five free functions of time
{↵M , ↵K , ↵B, ↵H , ↵T }. These are typically re-
ferred to as the e↵ective theory of dark energy,
and constraining both their values and their cos-
mological time-dependence is one of the goals of
upcoming dark energy missions such as DESI,
LSST, Euclid and WFIRST (see [13] for ex-
ample). The first describes the running of the
Planck mass and the second the kinetic term
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Multi-messenger gravitational wave (GW) astronomy has commenced with the detection of the
binary neutron star merger GW170817 and its associated electromagnetic counterparts. The almost
coincident observation of the GW and the gamma ray burst GRB170817A constrain the speed
of GWs at the level of |cg/c � 1|  4.5 · 10�16. We use this result to probe the nature of dark
energy (DE), showing that scalar-tensor theories with derivative interactions with the curvature
are highly disfavored. As an example we consider the case of Galileons, a well motivated gravity
theory with viable cosmology, which predicts a variable GW speed at low redshift, and is hence
strongly ruled out by GW170817. Our result essentially eliminates any cosmological application
of these DE models and, in general, of quartic and quintic Horndeski and most beyond Horndeski
theories. We identify the surviving scalar-tensor models and, in particular, present specific beyond
Horndeski theories avoiding this constraint. The viable scenarios are either conformally equivalent
to theories in which cg = c or rely on cancellations of the anomalous GW speed that are valid on
arbitrary backgrounds. Our conclusions can be extended to any other gravity theory predicting
an anomalous GW propagation speed such as Einstein-Aether, Hořava gravity, Generalized Proca,
TeVeS and other MOND-like gravities.

I. PROBING DARK ENERGY WITH GWS

Multi-messenger gravitational wave (GW) astronomy
became a reality with the detection of a binary neutron
star (BNS) merger with GWs by LIGO-VIRGO collab-
oration (GW170817) [1] and subsequently with di↵erent
electromagnetic (EM) counterparts by Fermi [2] and a
range of observatories accross the spectrum [3]. This ex-
traordinary discovery has many potential applications to
test the astrophysics of BNS mergers [4], the fundamen-
tals of gravity in the strong regime [5] and cosmic expan-
sion [6, 7]. In this paper we present the implications that
this measurement has for the nature of dark energy (DE)
and tests of General Relativity (GR).

The present cosmic acceleration is probably one of the
greatest challenges in modern physics. Leaving the the-
oretical fine tuning issues aside [8], a cosmological con-
stant is the leading candidate to explain this acceleration
since it is fully consistent with observations [9]. Alterna-
tive scenarios that explain DE dynamically require either
additional degrees of freedom (beyond the massless spin-
2 field of GR) or a low-energy violation of fundamental
principles such as locality [10]. The extremely low energy
scale for DE requires that these additional degrees of free-
dom are hidden on small scales by a screening mechanism
[11], which supresses their rate of emission as additional
gravitational wave polarizations [12].

⇤Electronic address: jose.ezquiaga@uam.es
†Electronic address: miguelzuma@berkeley.edu

New fields coupled to gravity can a↵ect the propaga-
tion speed of the standard GW polarizations, as mea-
sured by GW170817 and its counterparts. Anomalous
GW speed can be used to test even screened theories,
as signals from extra-galactic sources probe unscreened,
cosmological scales. In addition, e↵ects on GW prop-
agation accumulate over the travel time of the signals,
amplifying their magnitude and yielding an impressive
sensitivity. GW astronomy is therefore the most power-
ful tool to test models that modify GW propagation.
Some of the most interesting models for dark en-

ergy predict an anomalous GW speed and are ruled
out by GW170817. These include cosmologically viable,
screened and self-accelerating models like the covariant
Galileon [13, 14], or proposals to solve the cosmological
constant problem like the Fab-four [15, 16]. We will de-
scribe the implications of GW170817 on these and other
DE models, determining which of them remain viable af-
ter this discovery. We will focus on gravity theories with
just one additional mode, a scalar field, working in the
framework of Horndeski [17] and beyond Horndeski the-
ories [18–20]. Nevertheless, our analysis can be extended
to theories with more degrees of freedom such as massive
gravity [21], Einstein-Aether theories [22], Hořava gravity
[23] or TeVeS [24].

Summary for the busy reader:

• Dark energy may a↵ect the propagation of GWs
(Sec. III, App. A). The measurement of a GW-
EM counterpart (Sec. II) rules out the models that
predict a di↵erent propagation speed for both sig-
nals cg 6= c.
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Strong constraints on cosmological gravity from GW170817 and GRB 170817A.
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The detection of an electromagnetic counterpart (GRB 170817A) to the gravitational wave signal
(GW170817) from the merger of two neutron stars opens a completely new arena for testing theories of gravity.
We show that this measurement allows us to place stringent constraints on general scalar-tensor and vector-
tensor theories, while allowing us to place an independent bound on the graviton mass in bimetric theories of
gravity. These constraints severely reduce the viable range of cosmological models that have been proposed as
alternatives to general relativistic cosmology.

Introduction: The advanced Laser Interferometer Gravita-
tional Observatory (aLIGO) and the VIRGO interferometer,
have recently announced the detection of gravitational waves
(GW170817) from the merger of a neutron star (NS) bi-
nary located near NGC 4993 [1]. A gamma ray burst (GRB
170817A), occurring within 1.7 seconds, and in the vicinity
of GW170817, was observed by the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst
Monitor, and the Anti-Coincidence Shield for the Spectrom-
eter for the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Labora-
tory [2, 3]. There is strong evidence that this event is an elec-
tromagnetic counterpart to the NS-NS merger [4, 5]. Com-
paring the travel time of light and gravitational waves (here-
after GW), we can place stringent constraints on cosmological
gravity, and cosmology more generally [6–14].

We will assume that constraints on Lorentz violation in the
electromagnetic sector are sufficiently strong that the speed
of light is c = 1. In vacuum, Lorentz symmetry implies that
all massless waves propagate at the speed of light. How-
ever, when a medium is present, Lorentz symmetry is sponta-
neously violated and propagation speeds can differ. Alterna-
tive theories of gravity, directly coupling extra degrees of free-
dom to curvature, provide such a medium when the new de-
gree of freedom takes a configuration that defines a preferred
direction (such as the time direction in cosmology). The ac-
tion for linearized gravitational waves in such a medium takes
the form:

Sh =
1

2

!

d3xdt M2
∗
"

ḣ2
A − c2

T (∇hA)
2
#

. (1)

We have decomposed the metric as gαβ = ηαβ +hαβ — with
ηαβ the Minkowski metric — by choosing locally inertial
coordinates with time chosen to be the direction defined by
the medium. We have expanded hαβ in polarization states,
εA, with amplitudes hA, where A = ×,+. M∗ is the effective
Planck mass, which in media provided by alternative gravity
theories can differ from the standard MP. cT is the speed of
gravitational waves; we will find it convenient to parametrize
this as [15],

c2
T = 1+αT . (2)

In principle, αT could adopt either positive or negative values.
However, negative values (cT < c) are constrained to αT >
−10−15 by a lack of observed gravi-Čerenkov radiation from

cosmic rays [16]. Up to now, the only upper bound on the
propagation speed of GWs comes from measuring the travel
time between the two detectors of aLIGO, and is αT < 0.42
[17, 18].

In the regime we are considering (a gravitational wave
propagating in effectively empty space, other than the medium
provided by the new degree of freedom) the linearized action
(1) is sufficient. It is conceivable (but unlikely) that there may
be some exotic behavior close the GW sources, in regions of
strong gravity (for example, as occurs with the screening of
scalar forces) that leads to non-linear corrections. Such ef-
fects could alter GW production, but will have no bearing on
the gravitational wave propagation during the bulk of its travel
time. Also, though Eq. (1) is valid for a wide range of gravi-
tational theories, it does not encompass bimetric theories.

Constraint on tensor speed excess: We consider the geomet-
ric optics limit of Eq. (1) so that cT is indeed the speed of
gravitational waves.

Let ts be the time of emission for both the gravitational
waves and photons; there can be some delay between the two
emission peaks (for a NS-NS merger this will be a few sec-
onds, of the order of the GRB duration), but this would only
serve to tighten the bound we derive below. Let tT be the
merger time identified in the gravitational wave train, and tc
be the measured peak brightness time in the optical signal. To
good accuracy, then, the transit time of the GW and photon
signals are cT (tT − ts) = ds and (tc − ts) = ds, where ds ≃ 40
Mpc is the distance to the source. We then have (tc − tT )/ds =
1−1/cT . Taylor expanding this gives αT ≃ 2∆t/ds, where ∆t
is the measured difference in arrival times between the GW
merger peak and the peak optical brightness. An arrival delay
of ∆t ≃ 1.7 seconds implies that

|αT |! 1× 10−15. (3)

Comparing this to current cosmological constraints (where
σαT ∼ 1 [19]) or forecast cosmological constraints (where
σαT ∼ 0.1 [20]), this constraint is remarkable. For all intents
and purposes, we will hereafter consider αT ≃ 0 and attempt
to understand its consequences for cosmology.

Implications for scalar-tensor theories: We begin by con-
sidering scalar-tensor theories. The Horndeski action is
the most general scalar-tensor theory with second-order
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The observation of GW170817 and its electromagnatic counterpart implies that gravitational waves travel
at the speed of light, with deviations smaller than a few parts in 10−15. We discuss the consequences of this
experimental result for models of dark energy and modified gravity characterized by a single scalar degree
of freedom. To avoid tuning, the speed of gravitational waves must be unaffected not only for our particular
cosmological solution, but also for nearby solutions obtained by slightly changing the matter abundance. For this
to happen the coefficients of various operators must satisfy precise relations that we discuss both in the language
of the Effective Field Theory of Dark Energy and in the covariant one, for Horndeski, beyond Horndeski and
degenerate higher-order theories. The simplification is dramatic: of the three functions describing quartic and
quintic beyond Horndeski theories, only one remains and reduces to a standard conformal coupling to the Ricci
scalar for Horndeski theories. We show that the deduced relations among operators do not introduce further
tuning of the models, since they are stable under quantum corrections.

Introduction. The association of GW170817 [1] and GRB
170817A [2] events allowed to make an extraordinarily pre-
cise measurement of the speed of gravitational waves (GWs):
it is compatible with the speed of light with deviations smaller
than a few parts in 10−15 [3]. This measurement dramat-
ically improves our understanding of dark energy/modified
gravity. These scenarios are characterised by a cosmologi-
cal “medium” which interacts gravitationally with the rest of
matter. This medium, at variance with a simple cosmologi-
cal constant, spontaneously breaks Lorentz invariance, so that
there is no a priori reason to expect that gravitational waves,
which are an excitation of this medium, travel at the same
speed as photons [4].

The measurement is of particular relevance since it probes
the speed of GWs over cosmological distances. The change of
speed might be locally reduced in high density environments,
but it is difficult to believe that this screening effect can per-
sist over distances of order 40 Mpc. Moreover one has to
stress that this is a low energy measurement, at a scale as low
as 10 000 km. For such a low energy, one should be allowed
to use the Effective Field Theory (EFT) of Dark Energy or
Modified Gravity which applies to cosmological scales. Ac-
tually, in the theories we are going to study, the cutoff may
be of the same order as the measured GW momentum and
high-dimension operators may play some role; however one
does not expect that high-energy corrections conspire to com-
pletely cancel the modification of the GW speed. On the other
hand, previous stringent limits from gravitational Cherenkov
radiation of cosmic rays [5] are only applicable to high en-
ergy GWs, well outside the regime of validity of the EFTs de-
scribing Dark Energy and Modified Gravity. Moreover these
bounds only apply to GWs travelling faster, and not slower,
than light. For other limits see [6–8].

With these caveats in mind, in this paper we want to ex-
plore what are the consequences of this measurement in the
context of the Effective Field Theory (EFT) of Dark Energy
[9–11] and in its covariant counterpart, the Horndeski [12, 13]
and the beyond Horndeski theories [14] (see also [15]). If we
impose that the absence of an effect is robust under tiny vari-
ations of the cosmological history—say a small variation of

the dark matter abundance—we find that one needs precise
relations among the various coefficients of the operators. This
allows us to derive the most general scalar-tensor theory com-
patible with GWs travelling at the speed of light. Since the
required relations must be satisfied with great accuracy, given
the experimental precision, one needs to understand whether
they are radiatively stable. We will see that they are stable un-
der quantum corrections due to the non-renormalization prop-
erties of these theories.

Consequences for the EFT of Dark Energy. The EFT of
Dark Energy is a convenient way to parametrize cosmological
perturbations around a FRW solution. For the time being we
assume that matter is minimally coupled to the gravitational
metric; we will come back to this point later on. Expanded
around a FRW background, ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)dx⃗2, the EFT
action reads

S =
!

d4x
√
−g

"

M2
∗

2
f (4)R−Λ− cg00+

m4
2

2
(δg00)2

−
m3

3

2
δKδg00 −m2

4δK2 +
m̃2

4

2
δg00R−

m2
5

2
δg00δK2

−
m6

3
δK3 − m̃6δg00δG2 −

m7

3
δg00δK3

#

.

(1)

Here (4)R is the 4d Ricci scalar, δg00 = 1+ g00, δKν
µ ≡ Kν

µ −
Hδ ν

µ is the perturbation of the extrinsic curvature of the time

hypersurfaces (H ≡ ȧ/a), Rν
µ is the 3d Ricci tensor of these

hypersurfaces, and δK and R are respectively their trace. For
convenience we have also defined

δK2 ≡ δK2 − δKν
µ δK

µ
ν , δG2 ≡ δKν

µ R
µ
ν − δKR/2 ,

δK3 ≡ δK3 − 3δKδKν
µ δK

µ
ν + 2δKν

µ δK
µ
ρ δK

ρ
ν .

(2)

While M2
∗ is constant, the other parameters are time-

dependent functions. As we will discuss in the following
section, this action describes the cosmological perturbations
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• GW170817 rules out the covariant Galileon, a cos-
mologically viable DE model with ⇤ = 0 (Sec. IV).
The results can be extended to quartic and quin-
tic Horndeski, most theories beyond Horndeski and
many vector theories like TeVeS (Sec. VI).

• Only simple Horndeski and some select beyond
Horndeski combinations remain as viable alterna-
tives for DE model building (Sec. V, App. C).
Fine-tuned theories can realistically avoid the con-
straints only if the cancellations have the same ten-
sor structure at the covariant level (App. B).

II. GW170817 AND ITS COUNTERPARTS

On August 17, 2017 the LIGO-VIRGO collaboration
detected the first BNS merger, GW170817 [1]. This event
was followed-up by a short gamma ray burst (sGRB),
GRB170817A, seen just 1.74 ± 0.05s later by Fermi and
the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory
[2]. Subsequent observations across the electromagnetic
spectrum further confirmed the discovery [3].

Each of these events provide complementary informa-
tion about the BNS merger. The GW signal serves to
weight the NS, which are in the range 0.86 � 2.26M�,
and to measure the luminosity distance, dL = 40+8

�14

Mpc.
The EM counterparts uniquely identify the host galaxy,
NGC4993. Note however that these parameters of the
binary are subject to the fiducial cosmology (chosen to
be Planck 2015 ⇤CDM [9]). Additional gravitational de-
grees of freedom modifying the GWs propagation may
a↵ect these values as we discuss in the next section and
in Appendix A.

Combining this information and given the knowledge
of the arrival time of both the GW and sGRB, a severe
bound on the speed of GWs can be placed [2]

�3 · 10�15  cg/c � 1  6 · 10�16 , (1)

which is many orders of magnitude more stringent than
the one measured on Earth with GWs detections alone
[25]. For simplicity, we will use a symmetric bound
|cg/c � 1|  4.5 · 10�16 in the rest of the paper. We
will benefit from this result to strongly constrain dark
energy models.

III. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE PROPAGATION
IN SCALAR-TENSOR GRAVITY

E↵ects on the propagation of GWs are a hallmark of
scalar-tensor theories of gravity. The evolution of lin-
ear, transverse-traceless perturbations over a cosmologi-
cal background

ḧij + (3 + ↵M )Hḣij + (1 + ↵T )k
2hij = 0 , (2)

is fully characterized by two functions of time:

t

r��))
�

}�t
gµ⌫qµq⌫ = 0

Gµ⌫kµk⌫ = 0

FIG. 1: Anomalous GW speed. Gravitational waves propa-
gate on an e↵ective metric Gµ⌫ (blue) with a di↵erent causal
structure than the physical metric gµ⌫ (red) [29] (see also

[30]). The speed is derived as cg(~k) = !(~k)/|~k| where

kµ = (!,~k) is the solution to Gµ⌫kµk⌫ = 0. Note that the
speed can depend on the propagation direction. It may also
depend on the frequency (e.g. massive gravity), but this is
not the case for scalar-tensor gravity (see Eq. (2)).

• The tensor speed excess, ↵T , modifies the propa-
gation speed of GWs c2g = 1 + ↵T and hence the
causal structure for this type of signal.

• The running of the e↵ective Planck mass, ↵M ⌘
d log(M2

⇤ )/d log(a), modulates the friction term
caused by the universe’s expansion, which can en-
hance or suppress the cosmological damping of the
signal.

The above relation is general enough to describe any
scalar-tensor theory.1 These functions depend on the
theory parameters and the cosmological dynamics of the
scalar field. The explicit expressions are given for Horn-
deski gravity in ref. [26], and beyond Horndeski for
GLPV in ref. [27] and Degenerate Higher-Order Scalar-
Tensor theories in ref. [28].
The appearance of an anomalous speed, ↵T 6= 0, can be

understood in terms of an e↵ective geometry for the ten-
sor perturbations, with a di↵erent causal structure than
the metric field gµ⌫ [29] (see Fig. 1). The metric asso-
ciated to this e↵ective geometry Gµ⌫ can be computed

1 Any interaction between the scalar and tensor perturbation re-
quires a background operator with a transverse-traceless tensor
structure, which is not compatible with the symmetries of the
FRW spacetime. A mass term m2

ghij is only possible if the theory
contains additional degrees of freedom, as is the case of massive
gravity and bigravity (recall a massive graviton has 2s + 1 = 5
helicity states, of which only one behaves as a scalar in the high
energy limit).

2

in Horndeski (for m̃2
4 = m2

4 and m̃6 = m6) and beyond Horn-
deski theories. At quadratic order, it has been introduced in
[16]. At higher order, we have written only the operators that
contribute to the leading number of spatial derivatives. These
dominate the nonlinear regime of structure formation and the
Vainshtein regime (see e.g. [17, 18] and [19] for details). At
quintic or higher order there are no such operators. The other
operators present in Horndeski and beyond Horndeski theories
are not explicitly written but will be discussed below. More
general higher-order operators will be considered below.

In eq. (1), GWs only enter in the 4d and 3d Ricci tensor and
in the trace-free part of Kν

µ . At quadratic order, the operator

m2
4δK2 contributes to the graviton kinetic energy, changing

the normalization of the effective Planck mass—which be-
comes M2 ≡ M2

∗ f + 2m2
4—modifying the propagation speed

of gravitational waves [16, 20],

c2
T − 1 =−2m2

4/M2 . (3)

(Notice that m2
4 can have either signs, it is written as a square

just to keep track of dimensions.) Thus, the constraint of
GW170817 implies that the coefficient of the operator m2

4δK2

must be extremely small,

m2
4 = 0 . (4)

However, the value of this parameter depends on the partic-
ular background the EFT is expanded around. In particular, by
changing by a tiny amount the Hubble expansion or the back-
ground energy density of the scalar (or, correspondingly, the
dark matter abundance) the coefficients of the EFT action get
reshuffled. A change in the background appears in the EFT
action as a background value for δg00 and δK. To robustly
set to zero m2

4 we should set to zero also all those operators
that can generate it by a small change of the background so-
lution. As an example, consider m2

5δg00δK2. When δg00 is
evaluated on the background, this operator becomes quadratic
and shifts the parameter m2

4, i.e., δm2
4 = m2

5δg00
bkgd/2. How-

ever, the change in c2
T can be compensated by the operator

m̃2
4δg00R if m̃2

4 is chosen appropriately. By choosing

m̃2
4 = m2

5 (= 0 in Horndeski) , (5)

these two operators combine to change the overall normal-
ization of the graviton action, keeping the graviton on the
light-cone. (In Horndeski: m4 = m̃4 = 0.) The same tuning
must hold for operators with more powers of δg00 that have
not been explicitly included in the action, such as (δg00)2R,
(δg00)2δK2, etc.

Let us consider the remaining operators, starting with
m6δK3. When one of the δKν

µ or δK in the cubic expres-

sion for δK3 is evaluated on the background, this operator
becomes quadratic and contributes to m2

4. Using (δKν
µ )bkgd =

δHbkgdδ ν
µ one finds δm2

4 = δHbkgdm6. Notice that the depen-

dence on the background is through δHbkgd and not through

δg00
bkgd, so that its contribution cannot be compensated by nei-

ther m̃2
4 nor m2

5. It is easy to get convinced that the same hap-

pens for m̃6 and m7. When δg00 is evaluated on the back-
ground, upon use of eq. (8) of [16] one finds that the operator

m̃6 shifts m2
4 by δm2

4 = − 1
2(m̃6δg00

bkgd)
·. Finally, the operator

m7 induces δm2
4 = m7δg00

bkgdδHbkgd. Since the background

enters differently in all these operators, they must be precisely
set to zero,

m6 = m̃6 = m7 = 0 . (6)

As we will discuss below, the relations we found are stable
under radiative corrections.

Covariant action. Let us see how the constraints of
GW170817 on the EFT of Dark Energy translate for covariant
theories. In particular, we consider the action

S =
!

d4x
√
−g∑

I

LI , (7)

where we have defined the Lagrangians

L2 ≡ G2(φ ,X) , L3 ≡ G3(φ ,X)!φ ,

L4 ≡ G4(φ ,X) (4)R− 2G4,X(φ ,X)(!φ2 −φ µνφµν)

+F4(φ ,X)εµνρ
σ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ φµφµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′ ,

L5 ≡ G5(φ ,X) (4)Gµνφ µν

+
1

3
G5,X(φ ,X)(!φ3 − 3!φ φµνφ µν + 2φµνφ µσ φν

σ )

+F5(φ ,X)εµνρσ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ ′
φµ φµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′φσσ ′ ,

(8)

that depend on a scalar field φ , X ≡ gµν∂µ φ∂ν φ and second
derivatives of the field. For convenience, we denote the scalar
field derivatives by φµ ≡ ∇µ φ , φµν ≡ ∇ν∇µ φ and !φ ≡ φ µ

µ .
The symbol εµνρσ is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita
tensor and a comma denotes a partial derivative with respect
to the argument. Horndeski theories are recovered by the con-
ditions F4(φ ,X) = 0 and F5(φ ,X) = 0, which guarantee that
the equations of motion are purely second order. If L5 = 0
(L4 = 0), it is possible to go beyond Horndeski by switching
on F4 ̸= 0 (F5 ̸= 0) without propagating more than one single
scalar and the graviton [14]. If both L4 and L5 are present, the
condition for the beyond Horndeski theories to be degenerate
[21] and propagate a single degree of freedom is

XG5,X F4 = 3F5

"

G4 − 2XG4,X − (X/2)G5,φ
#

, (9)

which can be obtained by imposing that both Lagrangians are
generated by the same disformal transformation [22]. In sum-
mary, the quartic and quintic Lagrangians of beyond Horn-
deski theories are described in terms of three independent
functions of φ and X

To compare with the EFT approach, let us write the relevant
parameters in eq. (1) in terms of the covariant functions G4,
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in Horndeski (for m̃2
4 = m2

4 and m̃6 = m6) and beyond Horn-
deski theories. At quadratic order, it has been introduced in
[16]. At higher order, we have written only the operators that
contribute to the leading number of spatial derivatives. These
dominate the nonlinear regime of structure formation and the
Vainshtein regime (see e.g. [17, 18] and [19] for details). At
quintic or higher order there are no such operators. The other
operators present in Horndeski and beyond Horndeski theories
are not explicitly written but will be discussed below. More
general higher-order operators will be considered below.

In eq. (1), GWs only enter in the 4d and 3d Ricci tensor and
in the trace-free part of Kν

µ . At quadratic order, the operator

m2
4δK2 contributes to the graviton kinetic energy, changing

the normalization of the effective Planck mass—which be-
comes M2 ≡ M2

∗ f + 2m2
4—modifying the propagation speed

of gravitational waves [16, 20],

c2
T − 1 =−2m2

4/M2 . (3)

(Notice that m2
4 can have either signs, it is written as a square

just to keep track of dimensions.) Thus, the constraint of
GW170817 implies that the coefficient of the operator m2

4δK2

must be extremely small,

m2
4 = 0 . (4)

However, the value of this parameter depends on the partic-
ular background the EFT is expanded around. In particular, by
changing by a tiny amount the Hubble expansion or the back-
ground energy density of the scalar (or, correspondingly, the
dark matter abundance) the coefficients of the EFT action get
reshuffled. A change in the background appears in the EFT
action as a background value for δg00 and δK. To robustly
set to zero m2

4 we should set to zero also all those operators
that can generate it by a small change of the background so-
lution. As an example, consider m2

5δg00δK2. When δg00 is
evaluated on the background, this operator becomes quadratic
and shifts the parameter m2

4, i.e., δm2
4 = m2

5δg00
bkgd/2. How-

ever, the change in c2
T can be compensated by the operator

m̃2
4δg00R if m̃2

4 is chosen appropriately. By choosing

m̃2
4 = m2

5 (= 0 in Horndeski) , (5)

these two operators combine to change the overall normal-
ization of the graviton action, keeping the graviton on the
light-cone. (In Horndeski: m4 = m̃4 = 0.) The same tuning
must hold for operators with more powers of δg00 that have
not been explicitly included in the action, such as (δg00)2R,
(δg00)2δK2, etc.

Let us consider the remaining operators, starting with
m6δK3. When one of the δKν

µ or δK in the cubic expres-

sion for δK3 is evaluated on the background, this operator
becomes quadratic and contributes to m2

4. Using (δKν
µ )bkgd =

δHbkgdδ ν
µ one finds δm2

4 = δHbkgdm6. Notice that the depen-

dence on the background is through δHbkgd and not through

δg00
bkgd, so that its contribution cannot be compensated by nei-

ther m̃2
4 nor m2

5. It is easy to get convinced that the same hap-

pens for m̃6 and m7. When δg00 is evaluated on the back-
ground, upon use of eq. (8) of [16] one finds that the operator

m̃6 shifts m2
4 by δm2

4 = − 1
2(m̃6δg00

bkgd)
·. Finally, the operator

m7 induces δm2
4 = m7δg00

bkgdδHbkgd. Since the background

enters differently in all these operators, they must be precisely
set to zero,

m6 = m̃6 = m7 = 0 . (6)

As we will discuss below, the relations we found are stable
under radiative corrections.

Covariant action. Let us see how the constraints of
GW170817 on the EFT of Dark Energy translate for covariant
theories. In particular, we consider the action

S =
!

d4x
√
−g∑

I

LI , (7)

where we have defined the Lagrangians

L2 ≡ G2(φ ,X) , L3 ≡ G3(φ ,X)!φ ,

L4 ≡ G4(φ ,X) (4)R− 2G4,X(φ ,X)(!φ2 −φ µνφµν)

+F4(φ ,X)εµνρ
σ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ φµφµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′ ,

L5 ≡ G5(φ ,X) (4)Gµνφ µν

+
1

3
G5,X(φ ,X)(!φ3 − 3!φ φµνφ µν + 2φµνφ µσ φν

σ )

+F5(φ ,X)εµνρσ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ ′
φµ φµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′φσσ ′ ,

(8)

that depend on a scalar field φ , X ≡ gµν∂µ φ∂ν φ and second
derivatives of the field. For convenience, we denote the scalar
field derivatives by φµ ≡ ∇µ φ , φµν ≡ ∇ν∇µ φ and !φ ≡ φ µ

µ .
The symbol εµνρσ is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita
tensor and a comma denotes a partial derivative with respect
to the argument. Horndeski theories are recovered by the con-
ditions F4(φ ,X) = 0 and F5(φ ,X) = 0, which guarantee that
the equations of motion are purely second order. If L5 = 0
(L4 = 0), it is possible to go beyond Horndeski by switching
on F4 ̸= 0 (F5 ̸= 0) without propagating more than one single
scalar and the graviton [14]. If both L4 and L5 are present, the
condition for the beyond Horndeski theories to be degenerate
[21] and propagate a single degree of freedom is

XG5,X F4 = 3F5

"

G4 − 2XG4,X − (X/2)G5,φ
#

, (9)

which can be obtained by imposing that both Lagrangians are
generated by the same disformal transformation [22]. In sum-
mary, the quartic and quintic Lagrangians of beyond Horn-
deski theories are described in terms of three independent
functions of φ and X

To compare with the EFT approach, let us write the relevant
parameters in eq. (1) in terms of the covariant functions G4,

3

G5, F4 and F5 above (of course L2 and L3 do not affect GWs),

M2 = 2G4 − 4XG4,X −X
!

G5,φ + 2Hφ̇G5,X
"

+ 2X2F4 − 6Hφ̇X2F5 ,

m2
4 = m̃2

4 +X2F4 − 3Hφ̇X2F5 ,

m̃2
4 =−

#

2XG4,X +XG5,φ +
!

Hφ̇ − φ̈
"

XG5,X
$

,

m2
5 = X

#

2G4,X + 4XG4,XX +Hφ̇(3G5,X + 2XG5,XX)+G5,φ

+XG5,Xφ − 4XF4− 2X2F4,X +Hφ̇X
!

15F5 + 6XF5,X
"$

,

m6 = m̃6 − 3φ̇X2F5 , m̃6 =−φ̇XG5,X ,

m7 =
1

2
φ̇X

!

3G5,X + 2XG5,XX + 15XF5+ 6X2F5,X
"

.

(10)

Setting the speed of GWs to one, i.e., eq. (4), implies that
the particular combination appearing in the expression of m2

4
above vanishes. This must be true on any background and thus
must hold for any value of φ̈ , H and φ̇ (or X). This implies,
respectively,

G5,X = 0 , F5 = 0 , 2G4,X −XF4+G5,φ = 0 , (11)

for any X and φ . Thus, G5 can be at most a function of φ , the
beyond Horndeski term F5 must be absent and there is a rela-
tion between G4,X and F4 and their derivatives. The first two
conditions automatically imply eq. (6). It is also straightfor-
ward to verify that eq. (5) is a consequence of eq. (11). Finally,
using eq. (11) in L4 and L5 of the Lagrangians (8), after some
manipulations and integrations by parts we remain with

LcT =1 = G2(φ ,X)+G3(φ ,X)!φ +B4(φ ,X) (4)R

−
4

X
B4,X(φ ,X)(φ µ φν φµν!φ −φ µφµνφλ φλ ν) ,

(12)

where we have defined B4 ≡ G4 +XG5,φ/2. To show that this
theory does not change the speed of tensors we can decom-
pose the 4d Ricci using the Gauss-Codazzi relation and after
some integration by parts one finds

LcT=1 = G2 +G3!φ +B4(R+Kν
µK

µ
ν −K2) , (13)

where Kν
µ , K and R are respectively the extrinsic curvature

tensor, its trace and the 3d Ricci scalar of the uniform φ hy-
persurfaces. Note that from eq. (11) 2B4,X = XF4. Thus, in
the absence of a beyond Horndeski operator, F4 = 0, the sec-
ond term in this equation vanishes and B4 is only a function
of φ so that we recover a standard conformal coupling to the
4d Ricci scalar, i.e., B4(φ) (4)R.

So far, we have assumed that cT = 1 is robust under in-
dependent variations of H, φ̇ and φ̈ : indeed both the expan-
sion history and φ(t) change if one modifies, for instance,
the dark matter abundance. This however does not happen
in the particular cases when dark energy has a fixed φ̇ in-
dependently of H. In the EFT language one can check that
the change in g00 induced by a change δHbkgd is of order

c/(c+ 2m4
2) · δHbkgd/H. If c = 0 (and therefore Λ in eq. (1)

is time-independent) the variation of the cosmological history
does not give rise to a change in φ̇ . Notice that dark energy

acts like a cosmological constant at background level. In this
case, the condition m2

4 = 0 does not automatically require that
G5,X and F5 vanish independently but it only requires that they
are related by G5,X + 3XF5 = 0, and only on the attractor so-
lution. However, this condition together with the degeneracy
equation (9) and m2

4 = 0 imply the pathological value M = 0,
unless G5,X and F5 separately vanish. In the EFT language

one still has m6 = m̃6 = 0, but in general m̃2
4 ̸= m2

5 and also m7

is independent.

Radiative stability. We saw that the observation of
GW170817 imposes, both in the EFT description and in the
covariant one, some precise relations among the coefficients
of various operators. Of course it is crucial to understand
whether these relations are stable under quantum corrections,
otherwise one would have to rely, order by order in perturba-
tion theory, on a 10−15 tuning. Let us discuss this issue in the
covariant theory. As discussed in [23], the Horndeski theo-
ries inherit some of the non-renormalization properties of the
Galileons [24] and this strongly constraints the size of quan-
tum corrections. Let us assume the functions G4 and G5 do
not depend on φ and are of the form

G4(X) =
Λ8

2

Λ6
3

Ĝ4

%

X

Λ4
2

&

, G5(X) =
Λ8

2

Λ9
3

Ĝ5

%

X

Λ4
2

&

. (14)

To have sizeable dark energy effects one takes Λ2 ∼
(MPlH0)1/2 and Λ3 ∼ (MPlH

2
0 )

1/3, where MPl is the Planck

mass. We take the dimensionless functions Ĝ to be polynomi-
als in their variable with order one coefficients cn. The result
of [23] is that all these coefficients are corrected by a rela-
tive amount of order δcn ∼ (Λ3/Λ2)4 ∼ 10−40. This is much
smaller than the 10−15 cancellation implied by the measure-
ment of the speed of GWs: it is completely negligible un-
less one goes to extraordinary large n. The same conclusions
can be obtained in a beyond Horndeski theory [25]. In con-
clusions the relation one has to invoke to be compatible with
GW170817 are technically natural in the sense that once im-
posed at tree level they are stable under quantum corrections.

Higher-Order Operators and Conformal Transformations.
It was recently pointed out that there are more general theories
than those in eq. (8) that do not propagate additional degrees
of freedom [21]. In the EFT language they give rise to partic-
ular combinations of the quadratic operators [26]
'

d4x
√
−g

M2

2

%

−
2

3
αLδK2 + 4β1δKV +β2V 2 +β3aia

i

&

,

(15)
where V ≡ − 1

2(ġ
00 −Ni∂ig

00)/g00 and ai = − 1
2 ∂ig

00/g00. It
is straightforward to see that these operators do not affect the
speed of GWs. This is true around the given background, but
also if one considers different backgrounds: since these oper-
ators have two derivatives, only δg00 can be turned on, but it
is easy to see that even around the new background GWs are
unaffected.

In the covariant language these theories can be obtained
starting from beyond Horndeski and performing a conformal
transformation that depends on X . Since this does not change
the light-cone, if one starts from the action (12) also the re-
sulting degenerate higher-order theories will not affect GWs
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above vanishes. This must be true on any background and thus
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respectively,
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the absence of a beyond Horndeski operator, F4 = 0, the sec-
ond term in this equation vanishes and B4 is only a function
of φ so that we recover a standard conformal coupling to the
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So far, we have assumed that cT = 1 is robust under in-
dependent variations of H, φ̇ and φ̈ : indeed both the expan-
sion history and φ(t) change if one modifies, for instance,
the dark matter abundance. This however does not happen
in the particular cases when dark energy has a fixed φ̇ in-
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is easy to see that even around the new background GWs are
unaffected.

In the covariant language these theories can be obtained
starting from beyond Horndeski and performing a conformal
transformation that depends on X . Since this does not change
the light-cone, if one starts from the action (12) also the re-
sulting degenerate higher-order theories will not affect GWs

4 Why should we care ?

I Cosmological solutions that self-accelerate with no need of a cosmological constant

! Distinctive dynamics of cosmological fluctuations (growth of structure), testable

with future surveys

I Automatic implementation of Vainshtein screening mechanism, to evade solar system

constraints on deviations from GR

I Rich phenomenology for compact objects

– Black holes with scalar hairs, and distinctive features

– Neutron stars more compact and/or more massive than in GR

I Generically, cT < 1

5 (Beyond) Horndeski

6 Kinetic mixing scalar-gravity

Derivative couplings

graviton to scalar

change cT

7 Who survives to (c2 � c2T )/c
2 < 10�15 ??

Bad for

compact objects !

no (symmetry)

reason to select

this combination

8 What to do?

Very good! Finally a criterium

to greatly reduce the size

of parameter space

2

Options:

Reasonable attitude

Full study of consequences of this reduced action, not excluded by GW081708

• Screening mechanisms still apply (cubic Galileon)

– 3 –
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quintessence/k-essence [42] Fab Four [15, 16]

Brans-Dicke/f(R) [43, 44] de Sitter Horndeski [45]

Kinetic Gravity Braiding [46] Gµ⌫�
µ�⌫ [47], Gauss-Bonnet

Derivative Conformal (20) [18] quartic/quintic GLPV [19]

Disformal Tuning (22) DHOST [20, 48] with A1 6= 0
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FIG. 3: Summary of the viable (left) and non-viable (right) scalar-tensor theories after GW170817. Only simple Horndeski
theories, G4,X ⇡ 0 and G5 ⇡ constant, and specific beyond Horndeski models, conformally related to cg = c Horndeski or
disformally tuned, remain viable (see discussion in Sec. V). A fine tuning of the cosmological evolution of the non-viable models
is not enough to avoid an anomalous GW propagation speed (see App. B).

cordingly, the speed of GWs transforms to7

c̃2g =
c2g(X̃)

1 + 2X̃D
, (19)

where cg is the speed of tensors of the original gravity
theory and �2X̃ = g̃µ⌫�,µ�,⌫ .8 This result leaves us
with two ways to construct gravity theories with GWs
moving at the speed of light: 1) start with a theory with
cg = 1 and apply a conformal transformation, D = 0,
or 2) compensate the anomalous speed with a disformal
factor, i.e. D = (c2g � 1)/2X̃.

Starting with a cg = 1 Horndeski theory and applying
a conformal transformation leads to

LC =

p�g

16⇡G

�
⌦2R+ 6⌦,↵⌦

,↵
�
+

p�g (L� + Lm) , (20)

with ⌦ = ⌦(X,�) and where L� are Horndeski terms
characterized by generic G

2

, G
3

(which transform into
combinations of themselves under a disformal relation
(18)). The above theory (20), first presented in Ref. [18],
was latter identified as a degenerate higher-order theory
beyond Horndeski [20] and hence ghost-free. It includes
mimetic gravity as a particular case [52, 53].

Compensating the anomalous speed may also render a
theory viable. For a quartic Horndeski theory (5) with
c2g(X) = G

4

/(G
4

� 2XG
4,X) [29], one needs a beyond

7 We apply the disformal transformation (18) to the gravity sector
only. A field redefinition of the whole action, including matter,
will not change the physical ratio cg/c. Note that dependence
of the transformation coe�cients in X will introduce beyond
Horndeski terms in the action (3) [50].

8 This result can be proven explicitly using the full disformal trans-
formation of Horndeski theory presented in Ref. [51].

Horndeski Lagrangian of the GLPV type [19]

LbH
4

= F
4

(�, X)
�
�,µ�

;µ⌫�
;⌫⇢�

⇢ � �,µ�
µ⌫�,⌫2�

� X((2�)2 � �
;µ⌫�

;µ⌫)
�
.
(21)

This term introduces an extra contribution to the speed
of gravitational waves that can be used to tune away the
anomalous GW speed:

c2g =
G

4

G
4

� 2X(G
4,X � XF

4

)
= 1 , F

4

= G
4,X/X .

(22)
Not surprisingly, the combined theory is the result of ap-
plying a disformal transformation (18), with a suitably
chosen D, to the starting Horndeski theory. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that this particular cancellation holds
over general backgrounds, and is hence viable in princi-
ple, opposed to a tunning between G

4

and G
5

(cf. App.
B).
Other models beyond Horndeski with GWs traveling

at the speed of light can be constructed. At quadratic
order in second derivatives of the scalar field, one needs
to precisely cancel the �

;µ⌫�
;µ⌫ terms in the action for a

cosmological background with a timelike scalar gradient.
In the context of Degenerate Higher-Order Scalar-Tensor
(DHOST) theories [48], this is equivalent to fix A

1

= 0
since, using their notation, we get c2g = G

4

/(G
4

+2XA
1

)
(see also [54] for a discussion of the propagation of tensor
modes in these theories). We include in Appendix C
the derivation of this argument and a generic recipe to
compute the speed of GWs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

GW170817 and its counterparts have provided the first
measurement of the speed of gravitational waves. The re-
sult is consistent with a propagation speed equal to that
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2

in Horndeski (for m̃2
4 = m2

4 and m̃6 = m6) and beyond Horn-
deski theories. At quadratic order, it has been introduced in
[16]. At higher order, we have written only the operators that
contribute to the leading number of spatial derivatives. These
dominate the nonlinear regime of structure formation and the
Vainshtein regime (see e.g. [17, 18] and [19] for details). At
quintic or higher order there are no such operators. The other
operators present in Horndeski and beyond Horndeski theories
are not explicitly written but will be discussed below. More
general higher-order operators will be considered below.

In eq. (1), GWs only enter in the 4d and 3d Ricci tensor and
in the trace-free part of Kν

µ . At quadratic order, the operator

m2
4δK2 contributes to the graviton kinetic energy, changing

the normalization of the effective Planck mass—which be-
comes M2 ≡ M2

∗ f + 2m2
4—modifying the propagation speed

of gravitational waves [16, 20],

c2
T − 1 =−2m2

4/M2 . (3)

(Notice that m2
4 can have either signs, it is written as a square

just to keep track of dimensions.) Thus, the constraint of
GW170817 implies that the coefficient of the operator m2

4δK2

must be extremely small,

m2
4 = 0 . (4)

However, the value of this parameter depends on the partic-
ular background the EFT is expanded around. In particular, by
changing by a tiny amount the Hubble expansion or the back-
ground energy density of the scalar (or, correspondingly, the
dark matter abundance) the coefficients of the EFT action get
reshuffled. A change in the background appears in the EFT
action as a background value for δg00 and δK. To robustly
set to zero m2

4 we should set to zero also all those operators
that can generate it by a small change of the background so-
lution. As an example, consider m2

5δg00δK2. When δg00 is
evaluated on the background, this operator becomes quadratic
and shifts the parameter m2

4, i.e., δm2
4 = m2

5δg00
bkgd/2. How-

ever, the change in c2
T can be compensated by the operator

m̃2
4δg00R if m̃2

4 is chosen appropriately. By choosing

m̃2
4 = m2

5 (= 0 in Horndeski) , (5)

these two operators combine to change the overall normal-
ization of the graviton action, keeping the graviton on the
light-cone. (In Horndeski: m4 = m̃4 = 0.) The same tuning
must hold for operators with more powers of δg00 that have
not been explicitly included in the action, such as (δg00)2R,
(δg00)2δK2, etc.

Let us consider the remaining operators, starting with
m6δK3. When one of the δKν

µ or δK in the cubic expres-

sion for δK3 is evaluated on the background, this operator
becomes quadratic and contributes to m2

4. Using (δKν
µ )bkgd =

δHbkgdδ ν
µ one finds δm2

4 = δHbkgdm6. Notice that the depen-

dence on the background is through δHbkgd and not through

δg00
bkgd, so that its contribution cannot be compensated by nei-

ther m̃2
4 nor m2

5. It is easy to get convinced that the same hap-

pens for m̃6 and m7. When δg00 is evaluated on the back-
ground, upon use of eq. (8) of [16] one finds that the operator

m̃6 shifts m2
4 by δm2

4 = − 1
2(m̃6δg00

bkgd)
·. Finally, the operator

m7 induces δm2
4 = m7δg00

bkgdδHbkgd. Since the background

enters differently in all these operators, they must be precisely
set to zero,

m6 = m̃6 = m7 = 0 . (6)

As we will discuss below, the relations we found are stable
under radiative corrections.

Covariant action. Let us see how the constraints of
GW170817 on the EFT of Dark Energy translate for covariant
theories. In particular, we consider the action

S =
!

d4x
√
−g∑

I

LI , (7)

where we have defined the Lagrangians

L2 ≡ G2(φ ,X) , L3 ≡ G3(φ ,X)!φ ,

L4 ≡ G4(φ ,X) (4)R− 2G4,X(φ ,X)(!φ2 −φ µνφµν)

+F4(φ ,X)εµνρ
σ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ φµφµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′ ,

L5 ≡ G5(φ ,X) (4)Gµνφ µν

+
1

3
G5,X(φ ,X)(!φ3 − 3!φ φµνφ µν + 2φµνφ µσ φν

σ )

+F5(φ ,X)εµνρσ εµ ′ν ′ρ ′σ ′
φµ φµ ′φνν ′φρρ ′φσσ ′ ,

(8)

that depend on a scalar field φ , X ≡ gµν∂µ φ∂ν φ and second
derivatives of the field. For convenience, we denote the scalar
field derivatives by φµ ≡ ∇µ φ , φµν ≡ ∇ν∇µ φ and !φ ≡ φ µ

µ .
The symbol εµνρσ is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita
tensor and a comma denotes a partial derivative with respect
to the argument. Horndeski theories are recovered by the con-
ditions F4(φ ,X) = 0 and F5(φ ,X) = 0, which guarantee that
the equations of motion are purely second order. If L5 = 0
(L4 = 0), it is possible to go beyond Horndeski by switching
on F4 ̸= 0 (F5 ̸= 0) without propagating more than one single
scalar and the graviton [14]. If both L4 and L5 are present, the
condition for the beyond Horndeski theories to be degenerate
[21] and propagate a single degree of freedom is

XG5,X F4 = 3F5

"

G4 − 2XG4,X − (X/2)G5,φ
#

, (9)

which can be obtained by imposing that both Lagrangians are
generated by the same disformal transformation [22]. In sum-
mary, the quartic and quintic Lagrangians of beyond Horn-
deski theories are described in terms of three independent
functions of φ and X

To compare with the EFT approach, let us write the relevant
parameters in eq. (1) in terms of the covariant functions G4,

3

G5, F4 and F5 above (of course L2 and L3 do not affect GWs),

M2 = 2G4 − 4XG4,X −X
!

G5,φ + 2Hφ̇G5,X
"

+ 2X2F4 − 6Hφ̇X2F5 ,

m2
4 = m̃2

4 +X2F4 − 3Hφ̇X2F5 ,

m̃2
4 =−

#

2XG4,X +XG5,φ +
!

Hφ̇ − φ̈
"

XG5,X
$

,

m2
5 = X

#

2G4,X + 4XG4,XX +Hφ̇(3G5,X + 2XG5,XX)+G5,φ

+XG5,Xφ − 4XF4− 2X2F4,X +Hφ̇X
!

15F5 + 6XF5,X
"$

,

m6 = m̃6 − 3φ̇X2F5 , m̃6 =−φ̇XG5,X ,

m7 =
1

2
φ̇X

!

3G5,X + 2XG5,XX + 15XF5+ 6X2F5,X
"

.

(10)

Setting the speed of GWs to one, i.e., eq. (4), implies that
the particular combination appearing in the expression of m2

4
above vanishes. This must be true on any background and thus
must hold for any value of φ̈ , H and φ̇ (or X). This implies,
respectively,

G5,X = 0 , F5 = 0 , 2G4,X −XF4+G5,φ = 0 , (11)

for any X and φ . Thus, G5 can be at most a function of φ , the
beyond Horndeski term F5 must be absent and there is a rela-
tion between G4,X and F4 and their derivatives. The first two
conditions automatically imply eq. (6). It is also straightfor-
ward to verify that eq. (5) is a consequence of eq. (11). Finally,
using eq. (11) in L4 and L5 of the Lagrangians (8), after some
manipulations and integrations by parts we remain with

LcT =1 = G2(φ ,X)+G3(φ ,X)!φ +B4(φ ,X) (4)R

−
4

X
B4,X(φ ,X)(φ µ φν φµν!φ −φ µφµνφλ φλ ν) ,

(12)

where we have defined B4 ≡ G4 +XG5,φ/2. To show that this
theory does not change the speed of tensors we can decom-
pose the 4d Ricci using the Gauss-Codazzi relation and after
some integration by parts one finds

LcT=1 = G2 +G3!φ +B4(R+Kν
µK

µ
ν −K2) , (13)

where Kν
µ , K and R are respectively the extrinsic curvature

tensor, its trace and the 3d Ricci scalar of the uniform φ hy-
persurfaces. Note that from eq. (11) 2B4,X = XF4. Thus, in
the absence of a beyond Horndeski operator, F4 = 0, the sec-
ond term in this equation vanishes and B4 is only a function
of φ so that we recover a standard conformal coupling to the
4d Ricci scalar, i.e., B4(φ) (4)R.

So far, we have assumed that cT = 1 is robust under in-
dependent variations of H, φ̇ and φ̈ : indeed both the expan-
sion history and φ(t) change if one modifies, for instance,
the dark matter abundance. This however does not happen
in the particular cases when dark energy has a fixed φ̇ in-
dependently of H. In the EFT language one can check that
the change in g00 induced by a change δHbkgd is of order

c/(c+ 2m4
2) · δHbkgd/H. If c = 0 (and therefore Λ in eq. (1)

is time-independent) the variation of the cosmological history
does not give rise to a change in φ̇ . Notice that dark energy

acts like a cosmological constant at background level. In this
case, the condition m2

4 = 0 does not automatically require that
G5,X and F5 vanish independently but it only requires that they
are related by G5,X + 3XF5 = 0, and only on the attractor so-
lution. However, this condition together with the degeneracy
equation (9) and m2

4 = 0 imply the pathological value M = 0,
unless G5,X and F5 separately vanish. In the EFT language

one still has m6 = m̃6 = 0, but in general m̃2
4 ̸= m2

5 and also m7

is independent.

Radiative stability. We saw that the observation of
GW170817 imposes, both in the EFT description and in the
covariant one, some precise relations among the coefficients
of various operators. Of course it is crucial to understand
whether these relations are stable under quantum corrections,
otherwise one would have to rely, order by order in perturba-
tion theory, on a 10−15 tuning. Let us discuss this issue in the
covariant theory. As discussed in [23], the Horndeski theo-
ries inherit some of the non-renormalization properties of the
Galileons [24] and this strongly constraints the size of quan-
tum corrections. Let us assume the functions G4 and G5 do
not depend on φ and are of the form

G4(X) =
Λ8

2

Λ6
3

Ĝ4

%

X

Λ4
2

&

, G5(X) =
Λ8

2

Λ9
3

Ĝ5

%

X

Λ4
2

&

. (14)

To have sizeable dark energy effects one takes Λ2 ∼
(MPlH0)1/2 and Λ3 ∼ (MPlH

2
0 )

1/3, where MPl is the Planck

mass. We take the dimensionless functions Ĝ to be polynomi-
als in their variable with order one coefficients cn. The result
of [23] is that all these coefficients are corrected by a rela-
tive amount of order δcn ∼ (Λ3/Λ2)4 ∼ 10−40. This is much
smaller than the 10−15 cancellation implied by the measure-
ment of the speed of GWs: it is completely negligible un-
less one goes to extraordinary large n. The same conclusions
can be obtained in a beyond Horndeski theory [25]. In con-
clusions the relation one has to invoke to be compatible with
GW170817 are technically natural in the sense that once im-
posed at tree level they are stable under quantum corrections.

Higher-Order Operators and Conformal Transformations.
It was recently pointed out that there are more general theories
than those in eq. (8) that do not propagate additional degrees
of freedom [21]. In the EFT language they give rise to partic-
ular combinations of the quadratic operators [26]
'

d4x
√
−g

M2

2

%

−
2

3
αLδK2 + 4β1δKV +β2V 2 +β3aia

i

&

,

(15)
where V ≡ − 1

2(ġ
00 −Ni∂ig

00)/g00 and ai = − 1
2 ∂ig

00/g00. It
is straightforward to see that these operators do not affect the
speed of GWs. This is true around the given background, but
also if one considers different backgrounds: since these oper-
ators have two derivatives, only δg00 can be turned on, but it
is easy to see that even around the new background GWs are
unaffected.

In the covariant language these theories can be obtained
starting from beyond Horndeski and performing a conformal
transformation that depends on X . Since this does not change
the light-cone, if one starts from the action (12) also the re-
sulting degenerate higher-order theories will not affect GWs
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whether these relations are stable under quantum corrections,
otherwise one would have to rely, order by order in perturba-
tion theory, on a 10−15 tuning. Let us discuss this issue in the
covariant theory. As discussed in [23], the Horndeski theo-
ries inherit some of the non-renormalization properties of the
Galileons [24] and this strongly constraints the size of quan-
tum corrections. Let us assume the functions G4 and G5 do
not depend on φ and are of the form
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To have sizeable dark energy effects one takes Λ2 ∼
(MPlH0)1/2 and Λ3 ∼ (MPlH

2
0 )

1/3, where MPl is the Planck

mass. We take the dimensionless functions Ĝ to be polynomi-
als in their variable with order one coefficients cn. The result
of [23] is that all these coefficients are corrected by a rela-
tive amount of order δcn ∼ (Λ3/Λ2)4 ∼ 10−40. This is much
smaller than the 10−15 cancellation implied by the measure-
ment of the speed of GWs: it is completely negligible un-
less one goes to extraordinary large n. The same conclusions
can be obtained in a beyond Horndeski theory [25]. In con-
clusions the relation one has to invoke to be compatible with
GW170817 are technically natural in the sense that once im-
posed at tree level they are stable under quantum corrections.

Higher-Order Operators and Conformal Transformations.
It was recently pointed out that there are more general theories
than those in eq. (8) that do not propagate additional degrees
of freedom [21]. In the EFT language they give rise to partic-
ular combinations of the quadratic operators [26]
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where V ≡ − 1

2(ġ
00 −Ni∂ig

00)/g00 and ai = − 1
2 ∂ig

00/g00. It
is straightforward to see that these operators do not affect the
speed of GWs. This is true around the given background, but
also if one considers different backgrounds: since these oper-
ators have two derivatives, only δg00 can be turned on, but it
is easy to see that even around the new background GWs are
unaffected.

In the covariant language these theories can be obtained
starting from beyond Horndeski and performing a conformal
transformation that depends on X . Since this does not change
the light-cone, if one starts from the action (12) also the re-
sulting degenerate higher-order theories will not affect GWs
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Derivative couplings
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8 Additions

[Extension of Solid inflation [Endlich, Nicolis, Wang]]

Broken spatial isometries during inflation:

nT > 0 and consequences for interferometers

9 Broken spatial isometries during inflation:

nT > 0 and consequences for interferometers

10 Consequences for interferometers

Characteristic features for phase shift of light

travelling through interferometers arms

[Cornish,Allen et al., Smith and Caldwell, Thorne et al]

Phase change of light

while travelling along arm

Phase 2pt function (in Fourier space)

Signal

s1(t) = ��12(t� 2L) +��21(t� L) + n1(t)

Response function R contains info about PS quadrupolar anisotropy
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G5, F4 and F5 above (of course L2 and L3 do not affect GWs),
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Setting the speed of GWs to one, i.e., eq. (4), implies that
the particular combination appearing in the expression of m2

4
above vanishes. This must be true on any background and thus
must hold for any value of φ̈ , H and φ̇ (or X). This implies,
respectively,

G5,X = 0 , F5 = 0 , 2G4,X −XF4+G5,φ = 0 , (11)

for any X and φ . Thus, G5 can be at most a function of φ , the
beyond Horndeski term F5 must be absent and there is a rela-
tion between G4,X and F4 and their derivatives. The first two
conditions automatically imply eq. (6). It is also straightfor-
ward to verify that eq. (5) is a consequence of eq. (11). Finally,
using eq. (11) in L4 and L5 of the Lagrangians (8), after some
manipulations and integrations by parts we remain with

LcT =1 = G2(φ ,X)+G3(φ ,X)!φ +B4(φ ,X) (4)R

−
4

X
B4,X(φ ,X)(φ µ φν φµν!φ −φ µφµνφλ φλ ν) ,

(12)

where we have defined B4 ≡ G4 +XG5,φ/2. To show that this
theory does not change the speed of tensors we can decom-
pose the 4d Ricci using the Gauss-Codazzi relation and after
some integration by parts one finds

LcT=1 = G2 +G3!φ +B4(R+Kν
µK

µ
ν −K2) , (13)

where Kν
µ , K and R are respectively the extrinsic curvature

tensor, its trace and the 3d Ricci scalar of the uniform φ hy-
persurfaces. Note that from eq. (11) 2B4,X = XF4. Thus, in
the absence of a beyond Horndeski operator, F4 = 0, the sec-
ond term in this equation vanishes and B4 is only a function
of φ so that we recover a standard conformal coupling to the
4d Ricci scalar, i.e., B4(φ) (4)R.

So far, we have assumed that cT = 1 is robust under in-
dependent variations of H, φ̇ and φ̈ : indeed both the expan-
sion history and φ(t) change if one modifies, for instance,
the dark matter abundance. This however does not happen
in the particular cases when dark energy has a fixed φ̇ in-
dependently of H. In the EFT language one can check that
the change in g00 induced by a change δHbkgd is of order

c/(c+ 2m4
2) · δHbkgd/H. If c = 0 (and therefore Λ in eq. (1)

is time-independent) the variation of the cosmological history
does not give rise to a change in φ̇ . Notice that dark energy

acts like a cosmological constant at background level. In this
case, the condition m2

4 = 0 does not automatically require that
G5,X and F5 vanish independently but it only requires that they
are related by G5,X + 3XF5 = 0, and only on the attractor so-
lution. However, this condition together with the degeneracy
equation (9) and m2

4 = 0 imply the pathological value M = 0,
unless G5,X and F5 separately vanish. In the EFT language

one still has m6 = m̃6 = 0, but in general m̃2
4 ̸= m2

5 and also m7

is independent.

Radiative stability. We saw that the observation of
GW170817 imposes, both in the EFT description and in the
covariant one, some precise relations among the coefficients
of various operators. Of course it is crucial to understand
whether these relations are stable under quantum corrections,
otherwise one would have to rely, order by order in perturba-
tion theory, on a 10−15 tuning. Let us discuss this issue in the
covariant theory. As discussed in [23], the Horndeski theo-
ries inherit some of the non-renormalization properties of the
Galileons [24] and this strongly constraints the size of quan-
tum corrections. Let us assume the functions G4 and G5 do
not depend on φ and are of the form
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To have sizeable dark energy effects one takes Λ2 ∼
(MPlH0)1/2 and Λ3 ∼ (MPlH

2
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1/3, where MPl is the Planck

mass. We take the dimensionless functions Ĝ to be polynomi-
als in their variable with order one coefficients cn. The result
of [23] is that all these coefficients are corrected by a rela-
tive amount of order δcn ∼ (Λ3/Λ2)4 ∼ 10−40. This is much
smaller than the 10−15 cancellation implied by the measure-
ment of the speed of GWs: it is completely negligible un-
less one goes to extraordinary large n. The same conclusions
can be obtained in a beyond Horndeski theory [25]. In con-
clusions the relation one has to invoke to be compatible with
GW170817 are technically natural in the sense that once im-
posed at tree level they are stable under quantum corrections.

Higher-Order Operators and Conformal Transformations.
It was recently pointed out that there are more general theories
than those in eq. (8) that do not propagate additional degrees
of freedom [21]. In the EFT language they give rise to partic-
ular combinations of the quadratic operators [26]
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where V ≡ − 1
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00/g00. It
is straightforward to see that these operators do not affect the
speed of GWs. This is true around the given background, but
also if one considers different backgrounds: since these oper-
ators have two derivatives, only δg00 can be turned on, but it
is easy to see that even around the new background GWs are
unaffected.

In the covariant language these theories can be obtained
starting from beyond Horndeski and performing a conformal
transformation that depends on X . Since this does not change
the light-cone, if one starts from the action (12) also the re-
sulting degenerate higher-order theories will not affect GWs
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beyond Horndeski term F5 must be absent and there is a rela-
tion between G4,X and F4 and their derivatives. The first two
conditions automatically imply eq. (6). It is also straightfor-
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using eq. (11) in L4 and L5 of the Lagrangians (8), after some
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where Kν
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tensor, its trace and the 3d Ricci scalar of the uniform φ hy-
persurfaces. Note that from eq. (11) 2B4,X = XF4. Thus, in
the absence of a beyond Horndeski operator, F4 = 0, the sec-
ond term in this equation vanishes and B4 is only a function
of φ so that we recover a standard conformal coupling to the
4d Ricci scalar, i.e., B4(φ) (4)R.

So far, we have assumed that cT = 1 is robust under in-
dependent variations of H, φ̇ and φ̈ : indeed both the expan-
sion history and φ(t) change if one modifies, for instance,
the dark matter abundance. This however does not happen
in the particular cases when dark energy has a fixed φ̇ in-
dependently of H. In the EFT language one can check that
the change in g00 induced by a change δHbkgd is of order

c/(c+ 2m4
2) · δHbkgd/H. If c = 0 (and therefore Λ in eq. (1)

is time-independent) the variation of the cosmological history
does not give rise to a change in φ̇ . Notice that dark energy

acts like a cosmological constant at background level. In this
case, the condition m2

4 = 0 does not automatically require that
G5,X and F5 vanish independently but it only requires that they
are related by G5,X + 3XF5 = 0, and only on the attractor so-
lution. However, this condition together with the degeneracy
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unless G5,X and F5 separately vanish. In the EFT language

one still has m6 = m̃6 = 0, but in general m̃2
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5 and also m7

is independent.

Radiative stability. We saw that the observation of
GW170817 imposes, both in the EFT description and in the
covariant one, some precise relations among the coefficients
of various operators. Of course it is crucial to understand
whether these relations are stable under quantum corrections,
otherwise one would have to rely, order by order in perturba-
tion theory, on a 10−15 tuning. Let us discuss this issue in the
covariant theory. As discussed in [23], the Horndeski theo-
ries inherit some of the non-renormalization properties of the
Galileons [24] and this strongly constraints the size of quan-
tum corrections. Let us assume the functions G4 and G5 do
not depend on φ and are of the form
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To have sizeable dark energy effects one takes Λ2 ∼
(MPlH0)1/2 and Λ3 ∼ (MPlH
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mass. We take the dimensionless functions Ĝ to be polynomi-
als in their variable with order one coefficients cn. The result
of [23] is that all these coefficients are corrected by a rela-
tive amount of order δcn ∼ (Λ3/Λ2)4 ∼ 10−40. This is much
smaller than the 10−15 cancellation implied by the measure-
ment of the speed of GWs: it is completely negligible un-
less one goes to extraordinary large n. The same conclusions
can be obtained in a beyond Horndeski theory [25]. In con-
clusions the relation one has to invoke to be compatible with
GW170817 are technically natural in the sense that once im-
posed at tree level they are stable under quantum corrections.

Higher-Order Operators and Conformal Transformations.
It was recently pointed out that there are more general theories
than those in eq. (8) that do not propagate additional degrees
of freedom [21]. In the EFT language they give rise to partic-
ular combinations of the quadratic operators [26]
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is straightforward to see that these operators do not affect the
speed of GWs. This is true around the given background, but
also if one considers different backgrounds: since these oper-
ators have two derivatives, only δg00 can be turned on, but it
is easy to see that even around the new background GWs are
unaffected.

In the covariant language these theories can be obtained
starting from beyond Horndeski and performing a conformal
transformation that depends on X . Since this does not change
the light-cone, if one starts from the action (12) also the re-
sulting degenerate higher-order theories will not affect GWs
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for any X and φ . Thus, G5 can be at most a function of φ , the
beyond Horndeski term F5 must be absent and there is a rela-
tion between G4,X and F4 and their derivatives. The first two
conditions automatically imply eq. (6). It is also straightfor-
ward to verify that eq. (5) is a consequence of eq. (11). Finally,
using eq. (11) in L4 and L5 of the Lagrangians (8), after some
manipulations and integrations by parts we remain with
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µ , K and R are respectively the extrinsic curvature

tensor, its trace and the 3d Ricci scalar of the uniform φ hy-
persurfaces. Note that from eq. (11) 2B4,X = XF4. Thus, in
the absence of a beyond Horndeski operator, F4 = 0, the sec-
ond term in this equation vanishes and B4 is only a function
of φ so that we recover a standard conformal coupling to the
4d Ricci scalar, i.e., B4(φ) (4)R.

So far, we have assumed that cT = 1 is robust under in-
dependent variations of H, φ̇ and φ̈ : indeed both the expan-
sion history and φ(t) change if one modifies, for instance,
the dark matter abundance. This however does not happen
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are related by G5,X + 3XF5 = 0, and only on the attractor so-
lution. However, this condition together with the degeneracy
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4 = 0 imply the pathological value M = 0,
unless G5,X and F5 separately vanish. In the EFT language

one still has m6 = m̃6 = 0, but in general m̃2
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is independent.

Radiative stability. We saw that the observation of
GW170817 imposes, both in the EFT description and in the
covariant one, some precise relations among the coefficients
of various operators. Of course it is crucial to understand
whether these relations are stable under quantum corrections,
otherwise one would have to rely, order by order in perturba-
tion theory, on a 10−15 tuning. Let us discuss this issue in the
covariant theory. As discussed in [23], the Horndeski theo-
ries inherit some of the non-renormalization properties of the
Galileons [24] and this strongly constraints the size of quan-
tum corrections. Let us assume the functions G4 and G5 do
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To have sizeable dark energy effects one takes Λ2 ∼
(MPlH0)1/2 and Λ3 ∼ (MPlH
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1/3, where MPl is the Planck

mass. We take the dimensionless functions Ĝ to be polynomi-
als in their variable with order one coefficients cn. The result
of [23] is that all these coefficients are corrected by a rela-
tive amount of order δcn ∼ (Λ3/Λ2)4 ∼ 10−40. This is much
smaller than the 10−15 cancellation implied by the measure-
ment of the speed of GWs: it is completely negligible un-
less one goes to extraordinary large n. The same conclusions
can be obtained in a beyond Horndeski theory [25]. In con-
clusions the relation one has to invoke to be compatible with
GW170817 are technically natural in the sense that once im-
posed at tree level they are stable under quantum corrections.

Higher-Order Operators and Conformal Transformations.
It was recently pointed out that there are more general theories
than those in eq. (8) that do not propagate additional degrees
of freedom [21]. In the EFT language they give rise to partic-
ular combinations of the quadratic operators [26]
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is straightforward to see that these operators do not affect the
speed of GWs. This is true around the given background, but
also if one considers different backgrounds: since these oper-
ators have two derivatives, only δg00 can be turned on, but it
is easy to see that even around the new background GWs are
unaffected.

In the covariant language these theories can be obtained
starting from beyond Horndeski and performing a conformal
transformation that depends on X . Since this does not change
the light-cone, if one starts from the action (12) also the re-
sulting degenerate higher-order theories will not affect GWs

2 Scalar-Tensor theories of gravity after GW170817

3 Modified gravity

Why modify gravity?

attempt to shed light on DE and DM by changing the gravitational sector

Gµ⌫ = Tµ⌫

Simplest possibility

add single scalar field that participates to gravitational interactions

and also affects cosmological dynamics

- Brans-Dicke, quintessence

- K(X) theories

- Galileons/Horndeski

- Beyond Horndeski, EST/DHOST

- ????

}

Derivative self-interactions

and couplings with scalar-gravity

no Ostrogradsky instabilities

4 Why should we care ?

I Cosmological solutions that self-accelerate with no need of a cosmological constant

! Distinctive dynamics of cosmological fluctuations (growth of structure), testable

with future surveys

I Automatic implementation of Vainshtein screening mechanism, to evade solar system

constraints on deviations from GR

I Rich phenomenology for compact objects

– Black holes with scalar hairs, and distinctive features

– Neutron stars more compact and/or more massive than in GR

I Generically, cT < 1

– 2 –

5 (Beyond) Horndeski

6 Kinetic mixing scalar-gravity

Derivative couplings

graviton to scalar

change cT

7 Who survives to (c2 � c2T )/c
2 < 10�15 ??

Bad for

compact objects !

no (symmetry)

reason to select

this combination

8 Additions

[Extension of Solid inflation [Endlich, Nicolis, Wang]]

Broken spatial isometries during inflation:

nT > 0 and consequences for interferometers
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10 Consequences for interferometers

Characteristic features for phase shift of light

travelling through interferometers arms

[Cornish,Allen et al., Smith and Caldwell, Thorne et al]

Phase change of light
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Phase 2pt function (in Fourier space)

Signal
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Setting the speed of GWs to one, i.e., eq. (4), implies that
the particular combination appearing in the expression of m2

4
above vanishes. This must be true on any background and thus
must hold for any value of φ̈ , H and φ̇ (or X). This implies,
respectively,

G5,X = 0 , F5 = 0 , 2G4,X −XF4+G5,φ = 0 , (11)

for any X and φ . Thus, G5 can be at most a function of φ , the
beyond Horndeski term F5 must be absent and there is a rela-
tion between G4,X and F4 and their derivatives. The first two
conditions automatically imply eq. (6). It is also straightfor-
ward to verify that eq. (5) is a consequence of eq. (11). Finally,
using eq. (11) in L4 and L5 of the Lagrangians (8), after some
manipulations and integrations by parts we remain with

LcT =1 = G2(φ ,X)+G3(φ ,X)!φ +B4(φ ,X) (4)R

−
4

X
B4,X(φ ,X)(φ µ φν φµν!φ −φ µφµνφλ φλ ν) ,

(12)

where we have defined B4 ≡ G4 +XG5,φ/2. To show that this
theory does not change the speed of tensors we can decom-
pose the 4d Ricci using the Gauss-Codazzi relation and after
some integration by parts one finds

LcT=1 = G2 +G3!φ +B4(R+Kν
µK

µ
ν −K2) , (13)

where Kν
µ , K and R are respectively the extrinsic curvature

tensor, its trace and the 3d Ricci scalar of the uniform φ hy-
persurfaces. Note that from eq. (11) 2B4,X = XF4. Thus, in
the absence of a beyond Horndeski operator, F4 = 0, the sec-
ond term in this equation vanishes and B4 is only a function
of φ so that we recover a standard conformal coupling to the
4d Ricci scalar, i.e., B4(φ) (4)R.

So far, we have assumed that cT = 1 is robust under in-
dependent variations of H, φ̇ and φ̈ : indeed both the expan-
sion history and φ(t) change if one modifies, for instance,
the dark matter abundance. This however does not happen
in the particular cases when dark energy has a fixed φ̇ in-
dependently of H. In the EFT language one can check that
the change in g00 induced by a change δHbkgd is of order

c/(c+ 2m4
2) · δHbkgd/H. If c = 0 (and therefore Λ in eq. (1)

is time-independent) the variation of the cosmological history
does not give rise to a change in φ̇ . Notice that dark energy

acts like a cosmological constant at background level. In this
case, the condition m2

4 = 0 does not automatically require that
G5,X and F5 vanish independently but it only requires that they
are related by G5,X + 3XF5 = 0, and only on the attractor so-
lution. However, this condition together with the degeneracy
equation (9) and m2

4 = 0 imply the pathological value M = 0,
unless G5,X and F5 separately vanish. In the EFT language

one still has m6 = m̃6 = 0, but in general m̃2
4 ̸= m2

5 and also m7

is independent.

Radiative stability. We saw that the observation of
GW170817 imposes, both in the EFT description and in the
covariant one, some precise relations among the coefficients
of various operators. Of course it is crucial to understand
whether these relations are stable under quantum corrections,
otherwise one would have to rely, order by order in perturba-
tion theory, on a 10−15 tuning. Let us discuss this issue in the
covariant theory. As discussed in [23], the Horndeski theo-
ries inherit some of the non-renormalization properties of the
Galileons [24] and this strongly constraints the size of quan-
tum corrections. Let us assume the functions G4 and G5 do
not depend on φ and are of the form

G4(X) =
Λ8

2

Λ6
3

Ĝ4

%

X

Λ4
2

&

, G5(X) =
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To have sizeable dark energy effects one takes Λ2 ∼
(MPlH0)1/2 and Λ3 ∼ (MPlH

2
0 )

1/3, where MPl is the Planck

mass. We take the dimensionless functions Ĝ to be polynomi-
als in their variable with order one coefficients cn. The result
of [23] is that all these coefficients are corrected by a rela-
tive amount of order δcn ∼ (Λ3/Λ2)4 ∼ 10−40. This is much
smaller than the 10−15 cancellation implied by the measure-
ment of the speed of GWs: it is completely negligible un-
less one goes to extraordinary large n. The same conclusions
can be obtained in a beyond Horndeski theory [25]. In con-
clusions the relation one has to invoke to be compatible with
GW170817 are technically natural in the sense that once im-
posed at tree level they are stable under quantum corrections.

Higher-Order Operators and Conformal Transformations.
It was recently pointed out that there are more general theories
than those in eq. (8) that do not propagate additional degrees
of freedom [21]. In the EFT language they give rise to partic-
ular combinations of the quadratic operators [26]
'

d4x
√
−g
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2
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2

3
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i
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(15)
where V ≡ − 1

2(ġ
00 −Ni∂ig

00)/g00 and ai = − 1
2 ∂ig

00/g00. It
is straightforward to see that these operators do not affect the
speed of GWs. This is true around the given background, but
also if one considers different backgrounds: since these oper-
ators have two derivatives, only δg00 can be turned on, but it
is easy to see that even around the new background GWs are
unaffected.

In the covariant language these theories can be obtained
starting from beyond Horndeski and performing a conformal
transformation that depends on X . Since this does not change
the light-cone, if one starts from the action (12) also the re-
sulting degenerate higher-order theories will not affect GWs
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acceleration of the universe and the recent non-linear formulation [38, 39] of a ghost-
free massive gravity theory known as dRGT. An infrared modification of gravity is
indeed among the most studied mechanisms, along with dark energy, to explain late
time acceleration. The interest for a theory of massive gravity is of course much
wider than pertains its use for late-time cosmology. Within string theory for example,
open strings have spin-2 excitations whose lowest energy state is massive at tree level.
The formulation of [39] in particular, has found applications as varied as e.g. its use
as a framework for translational symmetry breaking and dissipation of momentum
in holography [58, 59]. Our interest is focussed on the inflationary context: here a
consistent massive spin-2 field next to GR and a scalar inflaton field takes the form of
a theory known as bigravity. This is an extension of dRGT theory that contains the
same ghost-free structure. In bigravity each of the two metrics, g and f , has its own
Einstein-Hilbert term and they interact via the dRGT potential. The action reads

S =

Z
d4x

"
M2

P

p
�g R[g] +

p
�g Pg(X,') + 2

p
�g m2M2V +M2

f

p
�f R[f ]

#
,(2.1)

where a few details are in order:

• The interaction potential V is defined as

V =
4X

n=0

�n En(
p
g�1f) , (2.2)

where the �n are free parameters and the polynomials En(X) take the form

E
0

(X) = 1, E
1

(X) = Tr(X) ⌘ [X], E
2

(X) = 1

2

�
[X]2 � [X2]

�
,

E
3

(X) = 1

3!

�
[X]3 � 3[X2][X] + 2[X3]

�
,

E
4

(X) = 1

4!

�
[X]4 � 6[X2][X]2 + 8[X3][X] + 3[X2]2 � 6[X4]

�
. (2.3)

• Due to the properties of the En polynomials, if it were not for the coupling to
matter (here restricted to the metric “g”) the action would be symmetric under
the exchange g $ f Mg ⌘ MP $ Mf , �n $ �

4�n.

• The mass M has already been symmetrized via

M2 =
M2

PM
2

f

M2

P +M2

f

. (2.4)

and we have introduced  ⌘ M2
f

M2
P
.

• As a consequence of the above points, it is not strictly true that g is the massless
spin-2 field and f is the massive one. In fact, the mass eigenstate of the theory
are in general time-dependent. We can on the other hand work in a low energy
configuration [62] where this is approximately true.
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• As a consequence of the above points, it is not strictly true that g is the massless
spin-2 field and f is the massive one. In fact, the mass eigenstate of the theory
are in general time-dependent. We can on the other hand work in a low energy
configuration [62] where this is approximately true.
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4 Why should we care ?

I Cosmological solutions that self-accelerate with no need of a cosmological constant

! Distinctive dynamics of cosmological fluctuations (growth of structure), testable

with future surveys

I Automatic implementation of Vainshtein screening mechanism, to evade solar system

constraints on deviations from GR

I Rich phenomenology for compact objects

– Black holes with scalar hairs, and distinctive features

– Neutron stars more compact and/or more massive than in GR

I Generically, cT < 1

5 (Beyond) Horndeski

6 Kinetic mixing scalar-gravity

Derivative couplings

graviton to scalar

change cT

7 Who survives to (c2 � c2T )/c
2 < 10�15 ??

Bad for

compact objects !

no (symmetry)

reason to select

this combination

8 More reasonable attitude

Full study of consequences of this reduced action, not excluded by GW081708

• Screening mechanisms still apply (cubic Galileon)

• Consequences for BHs and neutron stars

(still not clear if any di↵erence from BransDicke in this respect)

9 What about massive gravity?

dRGT is consistent covariant theory of massive gravity;

Hassan-Rosen extended to bigravity
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Characteristic features for phase shift of light

travelling through interferometers arms

[Cornish,Allen et al., Smith and Caldwell, Thorne et al]

Phase change of light

while travelling along arm

Phase 2pt function (in Fourier space)

Signal

s1(t) = ��12(t� 2L) +��21(t� L) + n1(t)

Response function R contains info about PS quadrupolar anisotropy

Ph(k) = P(0)
h (k)

✓
1 +Qij

ki kj

k2

◆

quadrupolar anisotropy

Time-dependent (annual?) modulation of phase 2pt function

Tensor mode function

in Fourier space

Depends on tensor PS

Info about interferometer

response
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